Optional Tours & Transfers

Tours
We have contracted with a local Tour Operator, Amstar DMC, to offer special exclusive tours just for
our group during the time frames when we are not in sessions.
Reservations for our Exclusive Group Tours are now being accepted online. Because there may
be a minimum and maximum requirement on many of the tours, it is very important that you
make your reservations as soon as possible. Based on availability, reservations can also be made
onsite at the Amstar tour desk at the Paradisus Hotel.
Cancellation penalties will apply, so please review their information carefully.
In addition to our exclusive Abraham tours, Amstar DMC will also be offering other standard "shared"
tours offered in the Cancun area. You can also reserve these at the Amstar tour desk onsite at our
resort.

All reservations or inquiries must be made directly with Amstar in Mexico via their online website.
Life Journeys will not be involved in reserving these tours or answering any questions. For a
detailed list of our exclusive group tours and prices, click the link below: (Recommended Web
Browsers for this website are Google Chrome or Firefox)

To reserve your Tours CLICK HERE
When shopping for your Tours, it is recommended that you create a NEW CUSTOMER account (or
Register) as this will expedite the checkout process. You'll also be able to review your account.

Airport Transfers to and from the Resort

Transfers are available from the Cancun airport to the Paradisus Cancun Resort on April 23rd and
back on April 30th. To guarantee transfers we recommend that you reserve no later than April
16th. Group Transfers must be reserved/purchased through our operator Amstar DMC. Your flight
details will be required when making the reservations.
For Prestay Guests (arriving April 1921) and Poststay Guests (departing May 23), group transfers
will be offered, however the transfer may be a shared transfer with other possible hotel stops. The
group transfer will be a private Abraham transfer with no other hotel stops with a minimum of 4 people
per transfer (same or similar flight times).

To reserve your Transfers CLICK HERE
Life Journeys will not be involved in reserving tours and/or transfers. For any questions,
information or changes you must contact Amstar DMC directly.
Adriana Salinas
Email: asalinas@amstarmexico.com
Tel: +52 (998) 881 9587 Ext. 4187
We look forward to an incredible exclusive event and tons of FUN!
Life Journeys

